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Summary
In this report, two different methods to calculate reference evapotranspiration are applied and com-
pared. This has been done in response to inconsistencies among the daily variables in the WATCH
Forcing Data (WFD). One method is so-called radiation based (ET0rad), and is the well known
Penman-Monteith equation with, among others, incoming short wave radiation as a variable. The
radiation-based method used the variables Tair, Tmax and Tmin, Wind, SWdown, LWnet, Qair and
PSurf from the WFD. The other method is so-called temperature-based (ET0temp), the radiation
term is replaced by an approximation of the radiation based on minimum and maximum air tem-
perature. The temperature-based method only used the variables Tair,Tmax, Tmin and Wind from
the WFD. After calculating reference evapotranspiration ET0 with both methods, it is fed into a
conceptual hydrological model that combines a soil water balance and a simple lumped groundwater
model. The model generates a daily water balance, e.g. potential evapotranspiration (ETP ), actual
evapotranspiration(ETA), soil moisture storage, groundwater recharge and groundwater discharge.
Eventually, the simulated groundwater discharge is used to define periods of drought with a Variable
Threshold (VT) method. The VT in this study used Q80, implying that a period is designated as
drought as soon as the groundwater discharge is in the lowest 20% of all simulated discharges for that
particular month. Drought periods and characteristics, like length and deficit, are identified. The
model using the two different ET0 series, is applied to 1495 cells (land grids) that well represent the
five Ko¨ppen-Geiger major climates across the world.
First, a comparison is made between the ET0rad and ET0temp. There are clearly differences be-
tween the two methods, and generally the radiation-based method leads to higher ET0 than the
temperature-based method. There are some exceptions within the different major climates, and also
the northern and the southern hemisphere behave differently in this perspective. The differences
between ETArad and ETAtemp are significantly smaller than for the reference evapotranspiration. In
general the radiation-based method still leads to higher ETA than the temperature-based method, but
the difference is smaller and in many cases the difference even decreases to zero (26% of the cells glob-
ally). Finally, the different drought characteristics are compared. There are remarkable differences in
drought characteristics, especially in deficit volume and intensity, but in general the differences are
within ranges found in other literature that describes the impact of hydrological models or datasets
with different diurnal forces on hydrological drought. Climate D and E, the snow-affected climates,
show the largest differences.
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1 Introduction
More emphasize is put on drought research over the last years, because of the rising water demands
worldwide (Tallaksen and Van Lanen, 2004; WWDR, 2009) and the expected climate changes, where
a dryer and warmer Mediterranean region and a shift of climatic regimes in Europe northward is
expected (IPCC, 2007). A generally accepted definition of drought is proposed by Wilhite (2000) and
Tallaksen and Van Lanen (2004):
A sustained and regional extensive occurrence of below average natural water availability.
This definition makes clear that drought is a quantity which can not be measured directly, but can
be characterized by multiple climatological and hydrological indicators (Wilhite, 2000; Tallaksen and
Van Lanen, 2004; Mishra and Singh, 2010). Hydrological drought starts with a meteorological drought
(Changnon, 1989). Lack of precipitation and high evapotranspiration signals propagate from a mete-
orological drought to an agricultural (soil moisture) drought and eventually to a hydrological drought
with lower groundwater recharge, storage and discharge. Evapotranspiration is thus an important
variable in determining hydrological drought.
Problem context
Within the European funded project WATer and global CHange (WATCH, www.eu-watch.org) a
global sub-daily meteorological data set is generated, the WATCH Forcing Data (WFD) (Weedon
et al., 2011). With the WFD, reference evapotranspiration ET0 can be calculated. Subsequently,
potential (ETP ) and actual evapotranspiration (ETA) and the influence on groundwater discharge
can be modeled using this reference evapotranspiration. The WFD were derived from a reanalysis of
the ERA-40 data (Uppala et al., 2005). Unfortunately, there seems to be some inconsistency between
the daily radiation and temperature data due to an independent correction of the meteorological
data. The radiation term is requisite input for the Penman-Monteith equation to calculate reference
evapotranspiration (Allen et al., 1998). However, it is possible to replace the radiation term in the
Penman-Monteith equation by approximations based on, among others, minimum (Tmin) and maxi-
mum (Tmax) temperature (Allen et al., 1998), meaning that it changes from a so-called radiation-based
method to a temperature-based method.
Objective and Research questions
The objective of this study is to describe the difference between the reference evapotranspiration ET0
calculated with a radiation-based method and with a temperature-based method and its impact on
drought characteristics across the world.
This leads to the following research questions:
• What is the difference between the reference evapotranspiration calculated with the radiation-
based method and the reference evapotranspiration calculated with a temperature-based method?
• What is the effect in different climatic regions as defined by the Ko¨ppen-Geiger classification?
• What is the influence of the difference in reference evapotranspiration on hydrological drought
across the world?
Method
The Ko¨ppen-Geiger climate classification (Kottek et al., 2006; Wanders et al., 2010) will be used to
study the spatially distributed impact of reference evapotranspiration on hydrological drought across
the world. For the calculation of the reference evapotranspiration, the Penman-Monteith equation as
proposed by the FAO (Allen et al., 1998) will be used. Daily meteorological input for this equation
will be retrieved from the WFD. The method will be used to calculate the reference evapotranspira-
tion with and without the radiation term as proposed by Allen et al. (1998). Based on the climate
classification of Ko¨ppen-Geiger as defined by Kottek et al. (2006) and recalculated with the WFD by
Wanders et al. (2010), WFD cells are stratified-randomly selected in the 31 different sub climates.
For all selected cells of every sub climate an analysis is done to determine the difference between the
two reference evapotranspiration series. With a hydrological model, actual evapotranspiration and
discharge will be simulated, the propagation of drought in the hydrological cycle (delay, attenuation,
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lengthening, Van Lanen et al., 2011). With drought characteristics like deficit volume and duration
an analysis of the period 1958-2001 will be done.
Outline
First the WATCH Forcing Data (WFD) are introduced in Chapter 2. The WFD are used to calculate
reference evapotranspiration with two different methods. These two methods will also be explained
in Chapter 2, as well as the hydrological model that is used to simulate a water balance with the use
of ET0 and the WFD. Chapter 2 will end with an explanation how drought periods are identified and
which characteristics are determined to compare drought all over the globe.
In Chapter 3 the results from all the data processing are presented. First in general for all climates,
and then per major climate. Per climatic region the reference evapotranspiration ET0, actual evapo-
transpiration ETA and drought characteristics will be discussed. Some more details from sub climates
within the major climate are presented.
Chapter 4 contains the concluding remarks from the comparison between the two different methods,
discussed for ET0, ETA and drought characteristics.
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2 Methods and Materials
This chapter describes the methods and data used to calculate the reference evapotranspiration and
the hydrological model used to determine actual evapotranspiration and discharge. First an overview
of the WATCH Forcing Data (WFD) is provided. Thereafter, one can find descriptions of the methods
used to obtain reference evapotranspiration. Then a description of the hydrological model that is used
to simulate the actual evapotranspiration, groundwater recharge and discharge is given. Finally, the
method is described to identify drought characteristics.
Figure 1: Flow chart showing the context of the intercomparison of the two methods to calculate the
reference evapotranspiration within WATCH.
Figure 1 shows how the two different methods to calculate the reference evapotranspiration fit with
the overall WATCH research. The WATCH Forcing Data (WFD, Section 2.1) offer the opportunity to
compute reference evapotranspiration in different ways. These different series of reference evapotran-
spiration data are used as input for a hydrological model (i.e. synthetic model, Section 2.3) to explore
the influence on hydrological drought characteristics (i.e. detection of extremes). The outcome helps
to assess the uncertainty caused by the WFD, but also contributes to the understanding of differences
in drought characteristics simulated with global hydrological models (GHMs) and land surface models
(LSMs), which use different concepts for the calculation of the reference evapotranspiration.
2.1 WATCH Forcing Data
The WATCH Forcing Data (WFD) is a data set that contains data of eleven different meteorological
variables over the period 1958 - 20011 at a half degree resolution, at 67.420 different land points fol-
lowing the CRU land mask. The WFD have been derived from the reanalysis product of the ERA-40
dataset (Uppala et al., 2005) , from the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasting
(ECMWF), the CRU TS2.1 dataset (Mitchell and Jones, 2005), and the GPCC full data product
(Schneider et al., 2008). Table 1 gives an overview of all the data sources for the WFD. A brief
1First phase: 1958-2001. In the second phase the dataset has been extended to cover the whole 20th century
(1901-2001). In this study only data from 1958-2001 are used
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2.1 WATCH Forcing Data
Table 1: Data sources for WATCH Forcing Data (adapted from Weedon et al., 2011)
Dataset Summary
ERA-40 ECMWF reanalysis product
CRU TS2.1 Climate Research Unit gridded station based
observations (multiple variables)
GPCC Full data
product v4
Global Precipitation Climatology Centre grid-
ded station based precipitation observations
Table 2: Description of variables in WATCH Forcing Data (adapted from Weedon et al., 2011)
ALMA variable Variable description Units Time step
Tair 2 m air temperature (instantaneous) K 6 hourly
PSurf 10 m surface pressure (instantaneous Pa 6 hourly
Qair 2 m specific humidity (instantaneous) kg/kg 6 hourly
U10 10 m speed (instantaneous) m/s 6 hourly
LWdown Downwards long-wave radiation flux (average) W/m2 6 hourly
LWnet Net short-wave radiation flux (average) W/m2 6 hourly
SWdown Downwards short-wave radiation flux (aver-
age)
W/m2 3 hourly
Rainf Rainfall rate GPCC bias and undercatch-
corrected (average)
kg/m2/s 3 hourly
Snowf Snowfall rate GPCC bias and undercatch-
corrected (average)
kg/m2/s 3 hourly
Rainf Rainfall rate CRU bias and undercatch-
corrected (average)
kg/m2/s 3 hourly
Snowf Snowfall rate CRU bias and undercatch-
corrected (average)
kg/m2/s 3 hourly
description of all the variables in the WFD is given in Table 2. Next to these sub daily data, daily
averaged data from all the variables are available. There are also some additional files containing daily
values for Tmin and Tmax based on the 3-hourly data.
The CRU data are available at a spatial resolution of 0.5◦x0.5◦, whereas the ERA-40 have a spatial
resolution of 1.0◦x1.0◦ . Before the bias-correction was applied, the ERA-40 data is interpolated to
the CRU grid. This downscaling in spatial resolution led to some potential inconsistencies with the
elevation. Therefore an elevation correction to account for differences in surface height was necessary
for certain variables (temperature, surface pressure, specific humidity and downwards long-wave ra-
diation flux). The ERA-40 data set does not agree on temperature with the CRU observations. The
monthly Tair is adjusted to the CRU average temperatures. The corrections for LWdown at each time
step include the adjusted temperature values and the adjusted pressure and specific humidity values.
So the monthly offsets in Tair are incorporated into monthly average LWdown through the elevation
correction. However, at the daily time scale an inconsistency due to the monthly Tair corrections
could feed through into the difference between LWdown and LWup. SWdown has also been adjusted
to be consistent with CRU cloud cover fraction and the effects of variations in atmospheric aerosol
loading. Potentially this implies further inconsistency between SWnet and LWnet. For an overview of
all the corrections, see Weedon et al. (2011).
WATCH Forcing Data used in this study
For the calculations done in this study, daily averages of the WFD are used. These averages are
calculated from 3 hourly simulations as the arithmetic mean. The daily averaged values are directly
available in the WFD.
In this study a stratified random sample of locations in the WATCH Forcing Dataset is taken (Wanders
et al., 2010; Van Lanen et al., 2011). To make sure that all different climates are represented in the
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2.2 Penman-Monteith reference evapotranspiration
Table 3: Indicators for different climates (derived from Kottek et al., 2006)
Main Climates Precipitation Temperature
A: equatorial W: desert h: hot arid
B: arid S: steppe k: cold arid
C: warm temperate f: fully humid a: hot summer
D: snow s: summer dry b: warm summer
E: polar w: winter dry c: cool summer
m: monsoonal d: extremely continental
F: polar frost
T: polar tundra
selected locations, a random selection was processed per climatic region (stratified sample) as defined
by Kottek et al. (2006) and Wanders et al. (2010) based on the Ko¨ppen-Geiger climate classification.
This classification distinguishes 31 different climates, that are labelled with three letters: a main
climate, a precipitation indicator, and a temperature indicator (see Table 3), and determined with
different climatic parameters, see Table 4. In every climate, 2% of the cells were randomly selected,
with a minimum of 20 cells. It appears that in some climatic regions less than 20 cells were available,
e.g. in the Csc climate, which in that case were all selected. Table 5 gives the number of cells selected
per major climate (column 3), and per sub climate (column 8). The criteria for climate Dsd are not
met with the WFD, so the selected locations are distributed over 30 different climates. For Dsd zero
cells are selected. In total, 1495 locations from the 67.420 cells were selected (2.2%) from over the
whole earth. A bootstrap analysis showed that this selection is sufficient to cover the 90% probability
fields of the combined drought duration and standardized deficit volume (Van Lanen et al., 2011).
Figure 2 gives an overview of how the locations are distributed over the world. Note that the selected
cells are not equally distributed over the northern and southern hemisphere: 80.5% of all the cells are
in the northern hemisphere.
Table 4: Climatic parameters to determine climatic regions (adapted from Kottek et al., 2006)
Symbol Description
Pmin Minimum monthly precipitation
Pann Mean annual precipitation
Psmin Minimum summer precipitation
Pwmin Minimum winter precipitation
Psmax Maximum summer precipitation
Pwmax Maximum winter precipitation
Pth Dryness threshold
TMmin Minimum monthly temperature
TMmax Maximum monthly temperature
Tmon Monthly temperature
2.2 Penman-Monteith reference evapotranspiration
The method described in this section will be applied to obtain reference evapotranspiration ET0 from
the WFD. Further details are given by Allen et al. (1998).
Evapotranspiration is often one of the hardest terms in the water balance to determine. In 1948, Pen-
man combined the energy balance and the mass transfer method and proposed a formula to calculate
evaporation from an open water surface. In 1965, this formula has been reformulated by Monteith, to
make it applicable to dry, horizontal, vegetated surface with optimal water supply (Monteith, 1965).
The reference crop that is assumed to be representative for ET0 has the following definition, as defined
by the FAO Expert Consultation on Revision of FAO Methodologies for Crop Water Requirements
(Allen et al., 1998):
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2.2 Penman-Monteith reference evapotranspiration
Table 5: Number of cells selected per (sub)climate (adapted from Van Lanen et al., 2011)
Major Description Nr. Climate Subtype Code Description Nr.
A Equatorial 235 Af rainforest fully humid 54
Am monsoon 38
As savannah dry summer 20
Aw dry winter 123
B Arid 313 BW desert BWk cold 37
BWh hot 147
BS steppe BSk cold 66
BSh hot 63
C Warm 242 Cf fully humid Cfa hot summer 60
Temperate Cfb warm summer 48
Cfc cool summer
cold winter
20
Cs dry summer Csa hot summer 23
Csb warm summer 20
Csc cool summer
cold winter
11
Cw dry winter Cwa hot summer 30
Cwb warm summer 20
Cwc cool summer
cold winter
10
D Snow 506 Df fully humid Dfa hot summer 20
Dfb warm summer 90
Dfc cool summer
cold winter
222
Dfd extremely con-
tinental
28
Ds dry summer Dsa hot summer 20
Dsb warm summer 20
Dsc cool summer
cold winter
20
Dsd extremely con-
tinental
0
Dw dry winter Dwa hot summer 20
Dwb warm summer 20
Dwc cool summer
cold winter
26
Dwd extremely con-
tinental
20
E Polar 199 EF frost 40
ET tundra 159
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2.2 Penman-Monteith reference evapotranspiration
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Figure 2: Distribution of the selected locations from the WFD.
A hypothetical reference crop with an assumed crop height of 0.12 meter, a fixed surface
resistance of 70 sm−1 and an albedo of 0.23.
The Penman-Monteith equation computes the potential evapotranspiration ETP for this reference
crop, which is also called the reference evapotranspiration ET0, with the following equation:
ET0 =
0.408∆(Rn −G) + γ 900Tair+273.15u2(es − ea)
∆ + γ(1 + 0.34u2)
(1)
Where:
ET0 = reference evapotranspiration (mm/day)
Rn = net radiation (MJ/m
2/day)
G = soil heat flux (MJ/m2/day)
(es − ea) = vapor pressure deficit of the air (kPa)
Tair = mean daily air temperature at 2 m (
◦C)
u2 = wind speed at 2 m height (m/s)
∆ = slope of saturation vapor pressure curve (kPa/◦C)
γ = psychrometric constant = 0.067 (kPa/◦C)
The soil heat flux G is set to 0, which is a good approximation averaged over a day. The mean daily
temperature Tair is directly available in the WFD (Section 2.1). The 2 m wind speed u2 is converted
from the 10 m (z=10) wind speed which is available in the WFD via the following equation:
u2 =
uz ∗ 4.87
log(67.8 ∗ z − 5.42) (2)
The slope of the saturation pressure is calculated with:
∆ = 4098 ∗ 0.6108 ∗ e
17.27
Tair
Tair+237.3
(Tair + 237.3)2
(3)
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where for Tair the daily average from the WFD is used.
The only terms that still have to be described are Rn, the net radiation, and (es − ea), the vapor
pressure deficit of the air. The net radiation can be calculated with the following equation:
Rn = SWnet + LWnet (4)
The net shortwave radiation can be obtained with the albedo α , which is 0.23 for the reference crop:
SWnet = 1− α ∗ SWdown (5)
The net longwave radiation and the shortwave downwards radiation are obtained differently for the
temperature-based and the radiation-based method. The calculation for the vapor pressure deficit is
also different for both methods. The equations for SWdown and es − ea used in this study can be
found in the following subsections.
2.2.1 Radiation-based Penman-Monteith method
For the radiation-based method SWdown and LWnet are used to estimate reference evapotranspiration.
The net radiation LWnet and the SWdown are both directly available in the WFD (Section 2.1). The
vapor pressure deficit of the air is calculated with:
e0(t) = 0.6108 ∗ e 17.27TT+237.3 (6)
es =
e0Tmax + e
0
Tmin
2
(7)
ea =
Qair ∗ PSurf
ε
. (8)
Where for e0Tmax T = Tmax is used, and for e
0
Tmin T = Tmin. To calculate ea (Stull, 2000), Qair and
PSurf are available in the WFD (Section 2.1). ε is 0.622, the ratio of the gas constant for dry air and
water vapor.
2.2.2 Temperature-based Penman-Monteith method
An alternative to compute ET0 with Penman-Monteith without radiation data, is to approach the
radiation-term SWdown and LWnet by, among others, minimum and maximum temperature. In this
study this so-called temperature-based method is applied because there might be mutual inconsisten-
cies in the radiation and temperature data (Section 2.1). The temperature-based method is further
described in Allen et al. (1998).
The short wave radiation that reaches the earth is estimated with the temperature difference be-
tween Tmin and Tmax:
SWdown = kSWdown ∗
√
Tmax − Tmin ∗Ra (9)
where:
SWdown = downwards shortwave radiation (MJ/m
2/day)
kSWdown = adjustment coefficient (
◦C−0.5)
Ra = extraterrestrial radiation (MJ/m
2/day)
Tmax = maximum air temperature (
◦C)
Tmin = minimum air temperature (
◦C)
Tmax and Tmin are available in additional WFD files, for which the highest and lowest measurement
of eight daily temperature measurements were used. The adjustment coefficient kSWdown is 0.16 on
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land-mass dominated locations, and 0.19 on water-influenced locations (Allen et al., 1998). In this
case, the kSWdown is kept constant at 0.16, because all points in the WFD are on land, and no clear
definition is stated to define influence from water on land. Ra, the extraterrestrial radiation, can be
calculated with:
Ra =
24(6)
pi
∗Gsc ∗ dr ∗ [ωssin(ϕ)sin(δ) + cos(ϕ)cos(δ)sin(ωs)] (10)
where:
Ra = extraterrestrial radiation (MJ/m
2/day)
Gsc = solar constant = 0.0829 (MJ/m
2/min)
dr = inverse relative distance Earth-Sun (−)
ωs = sunset hour angle (rad)
ϕ = latitude (rad)
δ = solar declination (rad)
dr and δ both depend on J, the number of the day in the year (1-365 or 366). ωs depends again on δ
and ϕ, the solar declination and latitude respectively. The equations can be found below:
dr = 1 + 0.33 ∗ cos( 2pi
365
J) (11)
δ = 0.409 ∗ sin( 2pi
365
J − 1.39) (12)
ωs = arccos[−tan(ϕ)tan(δ)] (13)
Ra can be inserted in in equation 9. With the known SWdown, the net longwave radiation can be
calculated:
LWnet = σ[
T 4max,K + T
4
min,K
2
](0.34− 0.14√ea)(1.35SWdown
Rs0
− 0.35) (14)
LWnet = net longwave radiation (MJ/m
2/day)
SWdown = downwards shortwave radiation (MJ/m
2/day)
α = albedo = 0.23 (−)
σ = Stefan-Boltzmann constant = 4.903 ∗ 10−9 (MJ/K4/m2/day)
Tmax,K = max absolute temperature (K)
Tmin,K = min absolute temperature (K)
ea = actual vapor pressure (kPa)
Rs0 = clear-sky radiation (MJ/m
2)
Tmin,K and Tmax,K are available in the additional files of the WFD, containing daily Tmax and Tmin.
Rs0 is given by:
Rs0 = (as + bs) ∗Ra (15)
Where as + bs is the fraction of extraterrestrial radiation that is reaching the earth on days with
a clear sky. In this study no explicit values for as + bs were available. Assumed is as = 0.75 and
bs = 2 ∗ 10−5 ∗ z (Allen et al., 1998), where z is the elevation above sea level. ea is given by
ea = 0.6180 ∗ e
17.27∗Tdew
Tdew+237.3 (16)
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Tdew is the dew point temperature. This temperature was not available in the WFD, and is therefore
replaced by Tmin as proposed by Allen et al. (1998) to calculate ea.
The vapor pressure deficit of the air for the temperature-based method is calculated with equation
6 and 7, like for the radiation-based method. For ea, equation 16 is used. This is different from
the radiation-based method because for the temperature-based method Qair is not used, to prevent
using any data that might be inconsistent with other variables. However, the method used for the
radiation-based method is in general more exact because for equation 16 the dew point temperature
is estimated with the minimum temperature.
The temperature-based method is not applicable in regions where the sun does not rise, for example
in the north during winter. There is no direct sunlight which will lead to an unrealistic value for Ra.
In these areas during these circumstances the ET0, and subsequently ETA are set to zero.
2.3 Hydrological Model
After obtaining the ET0 with both the radiation-based and temperature-based method for the 1495
locations over the years 1958-2001, time series of daily groundwater recharge and discharge are sim-
ulated by using the NUT DAY model (Van Lanen et al., 1996). Because the aim of this modeling
experiment is purely to explore the forcing effect of the different ET0 methods, crop type and soil type
are kept constant for every selected location on earth. Assumed is that every location has a light silty
loam soil (Wo¨sten et al., 2001) and the same crop type, with crop factor Kc = 1, e.g. grass. With
this crop factor, ETP can be calculated:
ETP = Kc ∗ ET0 (17)
For Kc = 1 this implicates that at every location ETP is equal to ET0 (Section 2.2). As mentioned
earlier, the temperature-based method is not applicable at certain times of the year at locations where
there is no direct sun light, for example in the north during winter. At these locations, ETP is directly
set to zero. Next to that, ETP is set to zero when the air temperature is below 0
◦C and a snow cover
occurs. ETP is necessary to calculate ETA, which in turn determines soil storage.
The NUT DAY model is developed by Van Lanen et al. (1996). It distinguishes two different reservoirs
(Figure 3) to compute a water balance of the root zone, generating time series of snow accumulation,
soil moisture content, actual evapotranspiration and recharge. In addition it has one reservoir to
represent the groundwater system. The NUT DAY model uses the following balance equations with
∆t=1 day:
Ssn(t) = Ssn(t−∆t) + (Psn(t)−Qsm(t))∆t (18)
SS(t) = SS(t−∆t) + (Pra(t) +Qsm(t)− ETa(t)−Rch(t))∆t (19)
S(t) = S(t−∆t)− (Qout(t) +Rch(t))∆t (20)
Where:
Ssn = snow pack storage (mm)
SS = soil storage (mm)
S = groundwater storage (mm)
Psn = snow fall (mm/day)
Pra = rainfall (mm/day)
Qsm = snow melt rate (mm/day)
Qout = groundwater discharge (mm/day)
ETa = actual evapotranspiration (mm/day)
Rch = recharge from soil to groundwater (mm/day)
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Figure 3: Overview of the different reservoirs within the NUT DAY model (Wanders et al., 2010).
Snow pack reservoir
In the snow pack reservoir, snow is stored until it melts and drains with a rate Qsm to the soil reser-
voir with storage SS. For the snow pack reservoir the HBV snow routine (Seibert, 2005) is used. This
routine determines based on the temperature whether precipitation will be rain or snow. The separate
WFD for snow and rainfall are totalized and then redistributed based on the HBV snow routine. If
the precipitation is snow or if there is accumulated snow, this routine also describes the snow melt
which starts above a certain threshold temperature TT with a degree-day factor CFMAX. Table 6
gives an overview of the snow parameters used as input for the snow reservoir with storage Ssn.
Table 6: Snow parameters as used in the NUT DAY model for this study (Seibert, 2005)
Parameter Description Threshold value
CFMAX degree-day factor 3.5 mm/◦C/day
CFR refreezing coefficient 0.05 -
TT threshold temperature 0.0 ◦C
CWH water holding capacity 0.1 -
SFCF snow fall correction factor 0.8 -
Soil reservoir SS
Inflow into the soil reservoir can either be from the snow pack reservoir (Qsm) or directly from precip-
itation in the form of rain (Pra). Outflow from this reservoir can either be recharge (Rch) or actual
evapotranspiration ETA. These last two terms both depend on the soil type and the associated soil
storage SS. In this study one soil type over the whole globe is assumed: a light silty loam soil (Wo¨sten
et al., 2001). The soil moisture stored at different dryness stages for this particular soil are given in
Table 7. The soil is assumed to have a topsoil of 30 cm, a subsoil of 70 cm and a rooting depth of 50
cm.
ETA depends on ETP and the moisture storage in the soil reservoir. If this is above the critical soil
moisture value, ETA is equal to ETP . Below this critical value, the ETA decreases with a linear
function (Figure 4). The other loss term in the soil reservoir is groundwater recharge Rch. If the soil
reservoir is at field capacity, water flows directly to the groundwater reservoir. Some recharge already
takes place when the soil storage is between critical value and field capacity due to gravitational force.
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Table 7: Soil moisture stored at different dryness stages
Field Capacity 168.9 mm
Critical Point 95.2 mm
Wilting Point 43.5 mm
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Figure 4: Relation between soil moisture stages and ETA.
Groundwater reservoir
In this model, the groundwater reservoir is approached as a linear reservoir in which storage deter-
mines the outflow. The incoming term is recharge (Rch) and the outgoing term groundwater discharge
(Qout), calculated for ∆t = 1:
Qout(t) = Qout(t−∆t) ∗ e
−1
j +Rch(t) ∗∆t ∗ (1− e−1j ) (21)
Equation 21 is the de Zeeuw-Helling equation (Ritzema, 1994) which gives the relation between Qout
and Rch. The outflow from this linear reservoir is controlled through the ’j’ parameter, a reservoir
coefficient (Kraijenhoff van de Leur, 1958). If j is higher, the water will be discharged slower:
j =
1
pi2
∗ µL
2
kD
(22)
j = reservoir coefficient (/day)
µ = porosity (−)
L = width reservoir (m)
k = transmissivity (m/day)
D = depth (m)
j is kept constant at 250 d−1 for all the points in this study, which reflects an intermediate response of
groundwater discharge to recharge. In fact, this reservoir generates a delay and attenuation between
groundwater recharge and groundwater discharge.
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Bypass
Next to the pathway through all the reservoirs there is also a bypass in the NUT DAY model. This
bypass is for rainfall that immediately flows to the groundwater reservoir, for example through cracks
in a heavy clay soil if the soil moisture content is below the critical point. In this light silty loam soil
this bypass took place.
2.4 Defining Droughts
After obtaining the time series of reference evapotranspiration, actual evapotranspiration, groundwa-
ter recharge and groundwater discharge per cell for the two different ET0 methods, drought events in
the period 1958-2001 were identified. To identify drought in this study, the variable threshold (VT)
method (Hisdal et al., 2004) is applied to the groundwater discharge (Wanders et al., 2010). If the
groundwater discharge is below the threshold, that time step is defined as drought. A monthly VT
has been used, this means that for every month a threshold is defined, in total twelve thresholds. The
threshold in this study equals Q80, implying that a period is designated as drought as soon as the
groundwater discharge is in the lowest 20% of all simulated discharges for that particular month. As
a consequence, every location has dry conditions 20% of the time when the threshold is determined
over the complete time period. To obtain this Q80 threshold, for every cell individually all data from
one month over the period 1958-2001 are ranked. Subsequently, the 20th percentile is calculated and
defined as threshold for that month in that cell. To smooth the threshold and overcome problems at
the boundaries between two months, a daily moving average of the variable threshold is taken (Van
Loon et al., 2010; Wanders et al., 2010). Thus, the threshold varies per day and per cell, but is kept
constant over the years. Figure 5 gives an example of the smoothed monthly variable threshold and
the periods indicated as drought anomalies. After identifying the drought periods per cell, drought
characteristics can be determined; number, duration, intensity and standardized deficit volume. Note
that droughts at the start of 1958 and at the end of 2001 are of unknown length. Especially in the
climates with very long drought periods this can lead to distortion of the results.
Figure 5: A daily smoothed monthly variable threshold, red colored periods indicate drought (Van
Loon et al., 2010; Wanders et al., 2010).
Deficit volume
The deficit volume is the water shortage in a drought event (Hisdal et al., 2004; Tallaksen et al., 2009).
Shortage is defined as the lack of available water (in this study the groundwater discharge) below the
defined threshold level and determined by subtracting the Qout from the threshold τt.
D(t) =
{
(τt −X(t)) ∗∆t for X(t) < τt
0 for X(t) ≥ τt
(23)
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D(t) = deficit volume at time step t (mm)
τt = threshold level at time step t (mm/day)
X(t) = groundwater discharge Qout at time step t (mm/day)
∆t = length time step (day)
Vj =
te∑
ts
D(t) (24)
Vj = deficit volume for drought j (mm)
D(t) = deficit volume per time step t (mm)
ts = start of drought (−)
te = end of drought (−)
Duration
Duration is the time that a certain drought lasts, so the sum of time steps that there is an uninterrupted
drought. In this period the groundwater discharge is constantly below the threshold level.
Lj =
te∑
ts
max{1X(t)<τt} (25)
Lj = length of drought j (day)
1X(t)<τt = indicator function; 1 if there is drought, 0 if there is no drought (−)
Intensity
The intensity of a drought is the deficit per unit time, and is therefore easy to obtain with the above
equations:
Ij =
Vj
Lj
(26)
Standardized Deficit Volume
To determine the deficit volume relative to the groundwater discharge, the standardized deficit volume
is calculated. This is done to compare different locations which have a very different groundwater
discharge. The standardized deficit volume gives the deficit volume (mm) standardized by the average
groundwater discharge (mm/day):
St.Def.V olume =
Vj
Qout
(27)
St.Def.V olume = Standardized Deficit Volume (day)
Qout = Average groundwater discharge (mm)
After finishing the processing, in every cell for every day in the period 1958-2001 all water balance
components plus all drought characteristics are known. For the analysis in the next chapter, the daily
data for evapotranspiration are aggregated to monthly data. The drought analysis is still based on
daily ET0, ETA and Qout data.
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ET0 has been calculated with the radiation-based and temperature-based method of Penman-Monteith
with grass as reference crop. Because for the reference crop the crop factor Kc = 1 (Allen et al., 1998),
ETP is equal to ET0 (except for situations with snow cover or no sunrise, see Section 2.3). Therefore,
only ET0 and ETA are discussed in this chapter. From ET0, ETA was calculated using soil moisture
storage simulated with the NUT DAY model. Finally, with this model the groundwater discharge was
obtained. By formulating a variable threshold per month per location, periods of drought based on
groundwater discharge were identified. In this section the results from this full analysis are presented,
first for all climates taken together and thereafter per major climate and for northern and southern
hemisphere separately. On the northern hemisphere, summer is from April until September, on the
southern hemisphere from October until March. Winter on the northern hemisphere is from October
till March, and from April till September on the southern hemisphere.
3.1 Overview all climates
Goal of this research was, among others, to investigate the difference between two different methods to
estimate reference evapotranspiration; a radiation-based and a temperature-based type (ET0rad and
ET0temp respectively). In the following analysis all 1495 sampled cells are taken into account, hence
all climatic regions. First the results for evapotranspiration will be discussed, followed by the results
concerning hydrological drought.
3.1.1 Evapotranspiration
(ET0rad − ET0temp)(mm/month)
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Figure 6: Difference in reference evapotranspiration between the two methods for all 1495 cells.
Figure 6 gives an overview of the difference in ET0 between the two methods. This histogram is
based on all months in the period 1958-2001 in all 1495 cells, so all climates. Please note that this
graph shows the density, so the relative frequency divided by the class width. This implies that the
sum of all densities times class width is one. The mean difference is 11.6 mm/month, the mean
absolute difference is 31.1 mm/month. 46% of the selected cells have differences between -20 and
+20 mm/month. The difference can be up to more than 300 mm/month; it varies between -336
mm/month and 142 mm/month. In this figure it seems that the radiation-based method is higher, i.e.
76% of the differences are in the right region of zero. To place this difference more in a context (i.e.
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consideration of large differences in ET0 across the globe), the standardized difference (st.difference)
is also computed. The st.difference is obtained by dividing the difference between ET0rad and ET0temp
by ET0rad. Figure 7 shows the st.difference. For example, a standardized difference of +0.25 says
that the monthly difference between the two methods equals 25% of the monthly ET0rad, and that
ET0rad is larger than ET0temp. 30% of the cells is within the range of -0.25 and +0.25 (Appendix
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Figure 7: Standardized difference in ET0 between the two methods for all 1495 cells.
F.1). Notable is that the st.difference on the right hand side of zero is bounded by 1. This implies
that the ET0temp in this case was zero.
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To see whether there is a climate which is dominant in the classes with the largest differences, the
highest 1% of the months is selected for the region below zero (ET0temp > ET0rad) and the high-
est 1% for the region above zero (ET0rad > ET0temp). Figure 8 gives an overview per sub climate,
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Figure 8: Relative frequency of climates in highest 1% difference class. In the upper graph radiation-
based ET0 is higher than temperature-based ET0, in the lower graph temperature-based ET0 is higher.
where the upper graph shows the frequency of a certain climate in the highest 1% in the region
above zero (ET0rad > ET0temp), and the lower graph the frequency of a certain climate in the highest
1% below zero (ET0temp > ET0rad). Note the difference in y-axis in this particular figure for both
graphs. The BWh climate is obviously dominant in the region where the temperature-based ET0 is
higher than the radiation-based ET0. This can be explained: BWh is a hot arid desert climate. The
temperature-based ET0 can be largely overestimated. Temperatures are high, while water availability
is scarce. Because less energy goes to evaporation due to lack of water, the temperature of the air
will increase (high sensible heat flux). With the temperature-based method this will lead to higher
potential evapotranspiration, while it is actually just the temperature of the air that is increasing,
and not the potential ET. Next to that the arid climates can have characteristic extremely cold nights
and extremely warm days. This makes the gab between Tmax and Tmin large, leading to a higher ET0
(see equations 1 and 9). This effect is also visible in the other B-climates (arid climates), although
less apparent than for BWh. In the panel above zero (figure 8) more climates are present. Dominant
here is the Aw climate, a savannah with dry winters.
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For hydrological drought and associated water resources, not reference evapotranspiration ET0 but
actual evapotranspiration ETA is more relevant. Also for ETA a difference graph is drawn, Figure 9.
By comparing Figures 9 and 6 one can see that the differences between the two methods are
(ETArad − ETAtemp)(mm/month)
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Figure 9: Difference between the two methods in ETA for all 1495 cells.
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Figure 10: Standardized difference between the two methods in ETA for all 1495 cells.
substantially lower for ETA. The mean difference is 7.1 mm/month, the mean absolute difference
11.4 mm/month. An interesting feature is that the highest frequency is now in the region below
zero (ETAtemp > ETArad), while for ET0 this was in the region above zero. Now only 48% of the
differences are in the region above zero. 79% of all differences are within the range -20 mm/month and
+20 mm/month. In the st.difference graph of ETA (Figure 10), 41% of the standardized differences
lie within the range -0.25 and +0.25. Also for ETA the highest 1% above and below zero are selected,
to investigate which climates are present in the highest difference class. In Figure 11 a clear difference
with ET0 is visible. Almost all climates are present on both sides of the extremes for ETA.
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Figure 11: Relative frequency of climates in highest 1% of difference class. In the upper graph
radiation-based ETA is higher than temperature-based ETA, in the lower graph temperature-based
ETA is higher.
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Figure 12: Mean monthly evapotranspiration for all cells over the whole period 1958-2001, note
difference in x-axis.
Figure 12 shows the mean monthly regime for both ET0 and ETA for all 1495 cells over the complete
period 1958-2001. A division is made between the northern and southern hemisphere, because of the
seasonality which would lead to interference of the data. Both the ET0 and ETA of the southern
hemisphere are higher than of the northern hemisphere. This is associated with the locations of
the cells on the globe (see below). The figure shows that on the northern hemisphere for ET0 the
radiation-based method is on average higher, while this is for about half of the year the other way
around on the southern hemisphere. For ETA both methods alternate, although it seems that in
general the radiation-based method leads to higher estimations for ETA. It also shows that the
differences between the ETA according to the two methods are in absolute sense smaller than for ET0,
but relatively larger. Seasonality is less clear visible in the southern hemisphere. An explanation could
be that the WFD cells in the southern hemisphere are less well divided over the whole latitude than
the northern hemisphere, see Figure 13. It can very well be the case that the climates with strong
seasonality are not or only in a small number present within the WFD for the southern hemisphere.
80.5% of all cells are in the northern hemisphere (Section 2.1). The next section will explore the
consequences for hydrological drought and drought characteristics, based on the two different methods.
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Figure 13: Spreading of the selected cells in the WFD for northern and southern hemisphere.
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3.1.2 Hydrological Drought
As described in the previous chapter, hydrological drought is determined with a variable threshold
(Section 2.4). After defining the droughts, several drought characteristics can be determined. Table 8
gives an overview of the drought characteristics for all 1495 cells. All the means have been calculated
using all cells from all different climates (Table 8). The differences in drought characteristics between
the two methods is also expressed as a percentage relative to the radiation-based method (last column).
For all 1495 cells the average number of droughts is almost 8% lower for the temperature-based than
for the radiation-based method. As a consequence of the drought definition (Section 2.4) and the
associated negative correlation between number of drought and drought duration, the mean duration
of a drought should be higher for the temperature-based method, i.e. 3%. Larger discrepancies exist
in the other characteristics, as the table shows. With the temperature-based method, the mean deficit
Table 8: Absolute drought characteristics and difference relative to radiation-based method
Drought characteristic Unit Radiation Temperature Percentage
Number of Droughts (-) 50.1 46.2 8%
Mean Duration (days) 175.5 181.1 -3%
Mean Deficit Volume (mm) 6.0 7.7 -29%
Mean Intensity (mm/day) 0.03 0.04 -24%
Mean St.Deficit Volume (day) 8.6 10.2 -18%
volume is significantly higher; almost 29%. However, the absolute values are more realistic, i.e. the
mean deficit volume between the two methods differs not more than 1.7 mm. The Mean St.Deficit
Volume for ET0rad is 8.6 day. This implies that the mean deficit volume is 8.6 times the average
discharge. The St.Deficit Volume for ET0temp is 1.6 (10.2-8.6) times the average discharge higher.
A study performed by Van Huijgevoort et al. (2011) compares in five different catchments the drought
characteristics obtained with WFD and obtained with local forcing data. Also different models were
used to simulate groundwater discharge. The differences in drought characteristics between the two
forcing sets are in the same order of magnitude as the differences in Table 8 (see Appendix F.2).
Differences in drought characteristics between simulated stream flow and observed stream flow are
even higher (Van Huijgevoort et al., 2011; Van Loon et al., 2011). One should realize that the
numbers in Table 8 are based on worldwide averaged forcing data which reduces small scale effects
due to large sample size, while the numbers given in Van Huijgevoort et al. (2011) are derived from
catchment scale studies.
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3.2 Equatorial A Climates
The A-climates are the equatorial climates, with TMmin ≥ +18◦C. There are four sub climates in
this region (see Table 5). Explanation for the different parameters can be found in Table 4.
Table 9: sub climates in climate A, adapted from Kottek et al. (2006)
Description Criterion
Af Rainforest Fully Humid Pmin ≥ 60mm
Am Monsoon Pann ≥ 25(100− Pmin)
As Savannah Dry Summer Pmin < 60mm in summer
Aw Savannah Dry Winter Pmin < 60mm in winter
3.2.1 Evapotranspiration
Figure 14 shows the differences in ET0 for the two methods for the 235 cells belonging to this major
climate type (Table 5). The absolute mean difference of climate A is 37.6 mm/month, the mean
difference 30.6 mm/month. More than 76% of the differences are larger than zero, implying that in
general the radiation-based method leads to higher ET0 estimations in the A climates. Differences
in reference evapotranspiration vary between +129.0 mm/month (ET0rad > ET0temp) and -133.9
mm/month (ET0temp > ET0rad). Only 25% of the differences falls within the range -20 and +20
mm/month. The standardized difference of ET0 (Appendix A.1) varies between -2.04 and +0.95, and
(ET0rad − ET0temp)(mm/month)
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Figure 14: Differences in ET0 between radiation-based and temperature-based method for climate A.
42% of the differences lie within the range -0.25 and +0.25. Appendix A.1 also shows that the largest
variation in differences between the two methods exists in sub climate Aw, this climate is present in
the highest 1% differences higher than zero, and present in the highest 1% differences lower than zero.
For the actual evapotranspiration ETA, see Appendix A.2, the absolute average difference between
the two methods is lower than for ET0; 22.0 mm/month. However, it is striking that the maximum
difference is still +129 mm/month for the region above zero. For the region below zero this is -105.3
mm/month. For ETA 69% of the differences is above zero. 57% of the differences for ETA lie within
the range -20 mm/month and +20 mm/month. For the standardized difference of ETA (Appendix
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Figure 15: Mean monthly evapotranspiration of the cells with major climate A, divided over northern
and southern hemisphere. Note difference in x-axis.
A.2), 52% lies within the range -0.25 to +0.25. Within the sub climates of major climate A, the
largest differences occur in the Aw and the Af climate (see Appendix A.1 and A.2)
Figure 15 shows the mean monthly ET0 and ETA for all cells with major climate A. 51.5% of all cells
with climate A is in the northern hemisphere, 48.5% in the southern hemisphere. The radiation-based
method leads for ET0 as well as for ETA both for the northern and the southern hemisphere to higher
evapotranspiration numbers. ETA shows a clear seasonality, which is absent in ET0.
3.2.2 Hydrological Drought
The discrepancy between the mean number of droughts in climate A for the two different methods
is rather small: only 2% (Table 10). The mean intensity of the drought differs 16% within the A
climate, the mean standardized deficit volume on the contrary only 1%. Notable is that, except
from the number of droughts, the temperature-based method leads to higher numbers for the drought
characteristics. Within the sub climates, the temperature-based method also leads to higher numbers
for the drought characteristics. This pattern is only broken by the Af climate (see Appendix A.3), in
which the standardized deficit volume is +10.3%, so higher for the radiation-based method.
Table 10: Drought characteristics and difference relative to radiation-based method, climate A
Drought characteristic Unit Radiation Temperature Difference
Number of Droughts (-) 59.6 58.3 2%
Mean Duration (days) 59.0 60.0 -2%
Mean Deficit Volume (mm) 15.5 17.7 -14%
Mean Intensity (mm/day) 0.07 0.08 -16%
Mean St.Deficit Volume (day) 6.1 6.1 -1%
3.3 Arid B Climates
The B-climates are the arid climates, so with in general very dry conditions. The criterion for a
B-climate is Pann < 10Pth (see Table 4). 313 cells are selected for this major climate type (Table 5)
Within the B-climates, four different sub climates are distinguished (see also Table 5).
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Table 11: sub climates in climate B, adapted from Kottek et al. (2006)
Description Criterion
W Desert climate Pann ≤ 5Pth
S Steppe climate Pann > 5Pth
h Hot Tann ≥ 18◦C
k Cold Tann < 18
◦C
3.3.1 Evapotranspiration
Based on Figure 8 the expectation is that for the B-climates the center of gravity is more in the
left hand side of the zero in the difference histogram. This is true, but probably not as much as
expected: 49% of the differences lie in the right region (ET0rad > ET0temp), 51% in the left region
(ET0temp > ET0rad). The mean absolute difference between the two methods is 48.5 mm/month,
while the mean difference is -15.5 mm/month. 30% of all the differences lie in the range -20 and
+20 mm/month. The differences vary between -336.2 and +142.4 mm/month. For the standardized
(ET0rad − ET0temp)(mm/month)
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Figure 16: Differences in ET0 between radiation-based and temperature-based method for climate B.
difference of ET0 (Appendix B.1), 40% of the differences lie in the range -0.25 and +0.25. Appendix
B.1 also shows that all the sub climates in major climate B are present in the highest 1% differences
on both sides. For the actual evapotranspiration, ETA, the agreement among the methods is much
higher(Appendix B.2). 32% of the differences are zero! The remaining differences are small and again
equally divided over the left and right region (no bias). The mean absolute difference for ETA is 3.1
mm/month, while the mean difference is 0.2 mm/month. 96% of all the differences are within the
range -20 and +20 mm/month. It seems that both methods on average cancel each other out. For the
standardized ETA (Appendix B.2) up to 72% of the standardized differences falls within the range
-0.25 and +0.25.
Figure 17 shows the mean monthly ET0 and ETA for all cells with major climate B. 73.2% of all
the cells with climate B are in the northern hemisphere. Notable is that for these B climates, the
temperature-based method leads on average to higher ET0 than the radiation-based method. On the
southern hemisphere this is stronger than on the northern hemisphere. For ETA both methods in both
hemispheres seem to agree quite well. Appendix B.2 shows the mean monthly evapotranspiration per
sub climate of major climate B. Notable is that especially in the southern region the temperature-
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Figure 17: Mean monthly evapotranspiration of the cells with major climate B, divided over northern
and southern hemisphere. Note difference in x-axis.
based method shows much less seasonality than the radiation-based method. Especially in the southern
hemisphere the temperature-based method leads to higher estimations of ET0 than the radiation-based
method (e.g. BWk). For each sub climate differences in ETA are minor.
3.3.2 Hydrological Drought
The differences between the two methods are relatively small for ETA, which leads to the expectation
that for drought the differences are minor as well. This is the case, the largest discrepancy between
the two methods when looking at climate B in general is -10% in the mean deficit volume (Table
12). Overall can be concluded that the relative differences in drought characteristics are small, in
particular when compared to Appendix F.2.
Looking at the sub climates (Appendix B.3), the largest differences between the two methods seem to
exist in the Steppe climates, especially BSh. For the two desert climates (BWh, BWk), all differences
are far below 3%.
Table 12: Drought characteristics and difference relative to radiation-based method, climate B
Drought characteristic Unit Radiation Temperature Difference
Number of Droughts (-) 36.8 36.0 2%
Mean Duration (days) 339.8 343.1 -1 %
Mean Deficit Volume (mm) 2.1 2.4 -10%
Mean Intensity (mm/day) 0.01 0.01 -4%
Mean St.Deficit Volume (day) 12.0 12.1 -2%
Special notion should be taken of the fact that the number of droughts times the average duration
of a drought event is much higher than 20% of the time, what it should be according to the variable
threshold method (Section 2.4). This is caused by the large variation within climate B. Appendix
F.2 shows that for the B-climates the spread in duration and number of droughts is very large. Per
individual cell there is drought 20% of the time, but averaged over all cells this is no longer a linear
relationship. Next to that the begin and end drought (explained in Section 2.4) are excluded, which
has large influence in the cells with long droughts.
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3.4 Warm temperate C Climates
The C-climates are the warm temperate climates with climate criterion −3◦C < Tmin < +18◦C, for
explanation of the criteria, see Table 4. 242 cells are selected for this major climate type (Table 5).
The C-climate distinguishes nine different sub climates, presented in Table 13.
Table 13: sub climates in climate C, adapted from Kottek et al. (2006)
Description Criterion
s Dry summer Psmin < Pwmin, Pwmax > 3Psmin, Psmin < 40mm
w Dry winter Pwmin < Psmin, Psmax > 10Pwmin
f Fully humid Neither Cs nor Cw
a Hot summer TMmax ≥ 22◦C
b Warm summer Not a and at least 4 months Tmon ≥ 10◦C
c Cool summer, cold winter Not a or b and TMmin > −38◦C
3.4.1 Evapotranspiration
For climate C, in general ET0rad leads to higher numbers than ET0temp (Figure 18). 72% of all the
differences lie above zero, 28% below zero. The mean absolute difference is 38.7 mm/month, while
the mean difference is 18.6 mm/month. Only 31% of all the differences between the two methods
are within the range -20 and +20 mm/month. The differences vary between -182.2 and +138.9
mm/month. The graph of the standardized difference for ET0 (Appendix C.1) shows that 26% of the
(ET0rad − ET0temp)(mm/month)
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Figure 18: Differences in ET0 between radiation-based and temperature-based method for climate C.
differences lie between -0.25 and +0.25. The different sub climates within major climate C are almost
all present in the highest 1% of differences on both sides (Appendix C.1). Cfc and Cwc, so the climates
with cool summer and cold winter, are absent. For ETA (Appendix C.2), the mean difference is 11.7
mm/month, the mean absolute difference 20.4 mm/month. The differences vary between -96.9 and
+123.0 mm/month, so especially for ETAtemp > ETArad the differences have become much smaller.
65% of the differences is above zero (ETArad > ETAtemp), 34% below zero, 1.5% of the differences
equals zero. 62% of all differences can be found in the range -20 and +20 mm/month. For the
standardized difference of ETA (Appendix C.2) 38% of the differences is within the range -0.25 and
+0.25 mm/mm. So, again a decrease in standardized differences takes place from ET0 to ETA.
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Figure 19: Mean monthly evapotranspiration of the cells with major climate C, divided over northern
and southern hemisphere. Note difference in x-axis.
Figure 19 shows the mean monthly ET0 and ETA for all cells with major climate C. Of the cells
with major climate C 64.9% is situated in the northern hemisphere. Notable in this graph is that in
the northern hemisphere the ET0rad leads to much higher values than ET0temp, but in the southern
hemisphere this alternates for part of the year with the temperature-based method. The same holds
for ETA. Especially in the southern hemisphere the temperature-based method for ET0 has less
seasonality than the radiation-based method.
3.4.2 Hydrological Drought
The average number of droughts in the period 1958-2001 for climate C is 63.4 for the radiation-based
method, and 61.6 for the temperature-based method (Table 14). The C-climate is from the five major
climates the climate with the highest number of droughts, with the corollary that the mean duration
is shortest of all climates.
Table 14: Drought characteristics and difference relative to radiation-based method, climate C
Drought characteristic Unit Radiation Temperature Difference
Number of Droughts (-) 63.4 61.6 3%
Mean Duration (days) 55.5 60.1 -9 %
Mean Deficit Volume (mm) 8.0 9.9 -24%
Mean Intensity (mm/day) 0.05 0.06 -22%
Mean St.Deficit Volume (day) 5.7 6.2 -9%
Differences between the two methods in the drought characteristics especially exist in the mean deficit
volume and mean intensity, as Table 14 shows.
The different sub climates within climate C differ largely from each other (Appendix C.3). For the
numbers of droughts for example, Csa has a difference of +25%, while Csc has a difference of -27%.
The smallest differences occur in the fully humid climates Cf, the highest in the dry summer sub
climates Cs. Within these climate subtypes the climates with temperature criterion ’cool summer and
cold winter’ have the highest differences.
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3.5 Snow D Climates
The D climates are the snow climates with temperature criterion Tmin ≤ 3◦C (see Table 4 and 5).
506 cells are selected for this major climate type (Table 5). Within this major climate, twelve sub
climates exist.
Table 15: sub climates in climate D, adapted from Kottek et al. (2006)
Description Criterion
s Dry summer Psmin < Pwmin, Pwmax > 3Psmin, Psmin < 40mm
w Dry winter Pwmin < Psmin, Psmax > 10Pwmin
f Fully humid Neither Ds nor Dw
a Hot summer TMmax ≥ 22◦C
b Warm summer Not a and at least 4 months Tmon ≥ 10◦C
c Cool summer and cold winter Not a or b and TMmin > −38◦C
d Extremely continental Not a or b and TMmin ≤ −38◦C
3.5.1 Evapotranspiration
(ET0rad − ET0temp)(mm/month)
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Figure 20: Differences in ET0 between radiation-based and temperature-based method for climate D.
For climate D the radiation-based method gave in 84% of the cases a higher evapotranspiration than
the temperature-based method. They only agreed on 0.6% of the cases. The absolute mean difference
is 19.6 mm/month, the mean difference 15.1 mm/month. The frequency of differences is shown in
Figure 20. 64% of all the differences lie within the range -20 and +20 mm/month. The differences
vary between -244.8 and 131.4 mm/month. For the standardized difference, 28% of the standardized
differences lie within the range -0.25 to +0.25 for ET0 (see Appendix D.1). Appendix D.1 also shows
that the sub climates in major climate D are not all present in the highest 1% of differences, some are
in the region ET0rad > ET0temp, like Dsb and Dsc, and others are in the region ET0temp > ET0rad,
like Dfa and Dfb.
For ETA (Appendix D.2) the mean difference is 5.3 mm/month, the mean absolute difference 9.3
mm/month. The variation in differences is between -83.5 and +127.5 mm/month. Especially for
cells with ETAtemp > ETArad, numbers have going down from ET0 to ETA. For ETA, 32% of
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Figure 21: Mean monthly evapotranspiration of the cells with major climate D.
the differences equals zero. 83% of all differences lie in the range -20 and +20 mm/month. The
standardized differences of ETA (Appendix D.2) are for 60% in the range -0.25 and +0.25.
Figure 21 shows the development of ET0 and ETA over a year. For the D-climates, no division
between north and south is made because none of the selected cells with climate D lies in the southern
hemisphere. The largest discrepancy between the two methods exists in the summer period (May-
July), later on the two methods agree upon each other much more. On average the radiation-based
method leads to higher estimations of ET0 as well as ETA. Note that ETP is set to zero as soon as
there is snow cover (for ET0 this not necessarily has to be the case). Therefore, ETA also equals zero
when the soil is covered with snow.
3.5.2 Hydrological Drought
There is a notable discrepancy in the number of droughts between the two different methods: the
radiation-based method leads to on average 56.2 droughts, whereas for the temperature-based methods
only 47.7 droughts are found (Table 16). This difference can also be observed in all the other drought
characteristics. The differences in drought characteristics in climate D are relatively large compared
to other climates.
Also in the sub climates large differences are found, see Appendix D.3. The number of droughts is
in all cases higher for the radiation-based method than for the temperature-based method. For the
Ds-climates (dry summer) the difference is on average the highest. There is no clear pattern within the
sub climates for which the highest discrepancies exist, but the sub climate with the largest difference
is Dwd, dry winter and extremely continental. For the mean deficit volume this difference is even up
to -225%!
3.6 Polar E Climates
The E climates belong to the polar areas of the world, with Tmax < +10
◦C (see Table 4). 199 cells
are selected for this major climate type (Table 5) This climate contains two sub climates (see also
Table 5).
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Table 16: Drought characteristics and difference relative to radiation-based method, climate D
Drought characteristic Unit Radiation Temperature Difference
Number of Droughts (-) 56.2 47.7 15%
Mean Duration (days) 61.7 75.9 -23 %
Mean Deficit Volume (mm) 3.7 5.8 -56%
Mean Intensity (mm/day) 0.02 0.03 -37%
Mean St.Deficit Volume (day) 6.3 8.5 -34%
Table 17: sub climates in climate E, adapted from Kottek et al. (2006)
Description Criterion
EF Frost climate TMmax < 0
◦C
ET Tundra climate 0◦C ≤ TMmax < +10◦C
(ET0rad − ET0temp)(mm/month)
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Figure 22: Differences in ET0 between radiation-based and temperature-based method for climate E.
3.6.1 Evapotranspiration
For the polar climates, it is quite clear which method leads to a higher estimation of ET0, i.e. 94% of
the differences are above zero, so ET0rad > ET0temp (Figure 22). The absolute mean difference is 16.2
mm/month, the mean difference 14.3 mm/month. 69% of all the differences lie in the range -20 and
+20 mm/month. The differences vary between -76.4 and 119.6 mm/month. Although the numbers
for the differences may look small in comparison with other climates, the standardized difference is
not that low, because of the low ET0 in this cold climate. Only 8% of all the standardized differences
lie within the region -0.25 and +0.25 for ET0 (Appendix E.1). Appendix E.1 also shows that the
biggest differences occur in the ET-climate, and not in the EF climate.
For ETA (Appendix E.2) the differences are much smaller, on average the difference is 5.5 mm/month
and the absolute average is 6.3 mm/month. They vary between -58.8 +100.1 mm/mm. 87% of all the
differences are in the region -20 and +20 mm/month. The standardized differences of ETA (Appendix
E.2) within the range -0.25 and +0.25 extremely increased from 8% (ET0) to 68%, the largest increase
of all climates.
Figure 23 shows the development of ET0 and ETA averaged over a year. 96.0% of all cells with
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Figure 23: Mean monthly evapotranspiration of the cells with major climate E, divided over northern
and southern hemisphere. Note difference in x-axis.
climate E lie in the northern hemisphere, so the graph of the southern hemisphere is only based on
4% (8 cells) of all climate E cells. The largest discrepancies exist during the summer month. Again
it seems that the temperature-based method shows less seasonality, so is more constant throughout
the year, than the radiation-based method. On the southern hemisphere this leads to higher values
with the temperature-based method in the winter period. For ETA both methods alternate on both
hemispheres.
One should realize that the E-climate is the climate that contains cells where there is no sunrise during
some time of the year (polar climates). For these periods, the temperature-based method has an ET
set to zero (see Section 2.2.2). In the Southern hemisphere none of the selected cells is on these high
latitudes, while on the northern hemisphere there are plenty of cells with a latitude higher than 60◦,
implying that they potentially meet the criterion of no sunrise and therefore no evapotranspiration.
This can explain the large difference in evapotranspiration between the northern and the southern
hemisphere. Next to that, ETP and subsequently ETA is set to zero as soon as the soil is covered
with snow. This does not hold for ET0 and can therefore partly explain the difference between ET0
and ETA.
3.6.2 Hydrological Drought
Table 18: Drought characteristics and difference relative to radiation-based method, climate E
Drought characteristic Unit Radiation Temperature Difference
Number of Droughts (-) 28.1 25.1 11%
Mean Duration (days) 490.2 483.6 1%
Mean Deficit Volume (mm) 4.4 6.8 -54%
Mean Intensity (mm/day) 0.02 0.03 -40%
Mean St.Deficit Volume (day) 15.5 21.0 -35%
The number of droughts times the mean duration is far higher than 20% of the time, what it should
be according to the threshold method (see also Section 3.3.2). This is caused by the large differences
in number of droughts and mean duration within climate E. There are cells with one drought of
over 3000 days, and cells with 81 droughts with an average duration of 39 days. Because number of
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droughts and mean duration vary over a different range (0-81 number of droughts and 39-3275 days
duration respectively) the mean of both characteristics is not proportionate to each other anymore.
Per individual cell it is still true that there is only drought 20% of the time. Appendix F.2 shows the
relation between the mean duration and the number of droughts in each cell.
The E climates have on average the lowest number of droughts of all major climates. The radiation-
based method and the temperature-based method came up with on average 28.1 and 25.1 droughts
respectively in more than 40 years. As a consequence of the definition of drought, the mean duration
of a drought event is long in comparison with the other climates due to the low number of droughts,
both methods came up with a mean duration of more than 480 days per drought event. There are
quite large discrepancies between the two methods for the drought characteristics, as shown in Table
18, compared to other climates but also compared to Appendix F.2. Yet the relative differences are
still lower than the relative differences found between observed and modeled drought characteristics
in Van Huijgevoort et al. (2011).
The two sub climates have quite a different behavior as well, see Appendix E.3. The differences
between the two methods are much higher for the EF than for the ET sub climate.
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4 Concluding remarks
There is a substantial difference in the reference evapotranspiration (ET0) between the radiation-
based and temperature-based methods. For all climates together the mean absolute difference is 31.1
mm/month. In more than 76% of the cases the radiation-based method leads to higher evapotran-
spiration than the temperature-based method. The climate with the largest differences in ET0 is the
arid B-climate, with a mean absolute difference of 48.5 mm/month. Not surprisingly, the climates
with the lowest mean absolute difference are the colder D and the E climates with a mean absolute
difference of 19.6 and 16.2 mm/month respectively, see Appendix F.1.
The evapotranspiration regimes (i.e. the mean monthly ET graphs) show that in all major climates
the radiation-based method leads on average to a higher ET0 than the temperature-based method,
except for the hot arid climates, climate B.
For ETA, the actual evapotranspiration, the differences between the two methods are substantially
smaller. The mean absolute difference decreased to 11.4 mm/month (63% reduction). Interesting
detail here is that the B-climate now has the smallest mean absolute difference; 3.1 mm/month (due
to the absence of soil moisture, see Appendix F.1). In all climates, except A and C, the zero differences
increased substantially from ET0 to ETA. For all climates, 26.4% of all differences equaled zero, for
climate E this was even 62.8%.
In general (all climates together), ETA radiation-based leads on the northern hemisphere to higher
ETA, on the southern hemisphere both methods alternate. The same holds for major climates C,
D2and E. In climate A the radiation-based method on both hemispheres leads to higher actual evap-
otranspiration numbers, in climate B both methods alternate on both hemispheres.
There are considerable differences in drought characteristics because of the two different methods
to compute reference evapotranspiration, but compared with other literature (e.g. Van Loon et al.,
2011, Van Huijgevoort et al., 2011) the differences are in general within an acceptable range. For
all climates together the differences in number of drought and average duration ar only 3% and 8%,
respectively. The volume-associated drought characteristics have larger differences (18-29%), but ab-
solute numbers are rather small. For climates A and B the differences are small, all characteristics
have less than 16% difference (difference for number and duration are less than 10%). For climates D
and E on the other hand, the differences are much larger, up to 56% and 54% difference for the mean
deficit volume respectively. Except for the number of droughts (which is negatively correlated with
the mean duration), the temperature-based method leads to higher numbers for all characteristics;
duration, deficit volume, intensity and standardized deficit volume. The largest relative disagreement
exists in the mean deficit volume and the mean intensity, but absolute numbers are smallest.
Overall it can be concluded that the two different methods certainly lead to different results for
ET0, ETA and drought characteristics, but the differences are within a range that is found in litera-
ture. It is not possible to say if these differences occurred due to inconsistencies in the WFD, or due
to the different calculation method that is used.
2Climate D has no cells in the southern hemisphere in the selected WFD
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A Climate A
A.1 Reference evapotranspiration ET0
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Relative frequency of A sub climates in highest 1% differences. In the upper graph radiation-based
ET0 is higher than temperature-based ET0, in the lower graph temperature-based ET0 is higher.
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A.2 Actual evapotranspiration ETA
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Differences in ETA between radiation-based and temperature-based method for climate A.
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A.3 Hydrological drought characteristics
A.3 Hydrological drought characteristics
Drought characteristics per sub climate within major climate A, and difference relative to radiation-
based method in percentage
nr.of
droughts
mean
duration
mean
def.volume
mean
intensity
mean
st.def.volume
Af rad. 66.6 63.9 29.0 0.12 6.9
temp. 58.2 60.2 29.9 0.13 6.2
diff. 12.6 5.9 -3.2 -6.1 10.3
Am rad. 58.5 61.7 21.3 0.09 6.5
temp. 53.3 66.2 25.5 0.1 6.7
diff. 9.0 -7.3 -19.3 -16.2 -3.6
As rad. 53.9 64.5 9.4 0.05 7.0
temp. 51.7 68.2 11.4 0.06 7.6
diff. 4.0 -5.8 -20.3 -21.2 -8.8
Aw rad. 62.6 55.2 8.7 0.05 5.4
temp. 61.1 56.7 10.9 0.06 5.7
diff. 2.5 -2.8 -25.7 -24.3 -4.4
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B Climate B
B.1 Reference evapotranspiration ET0
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Relative frequency of B sub climates in highest 1% differences. In the upper graph radiation-based
ET0 is higher than temperature-based ET0, in the lower graph temperature-based ET0 is higher.
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Differences in ETA between radiation-based and temperature-based method for climate B.
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B.2 Actual evapotranspiration ETA
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B.3 Hydrological drought characteristics
B.3 Hydrological drought characteristics
Drought characteristics per sub climate within major climate B, and difference relative to radiation-
based method in percentage
nr.of
droughts
mean
duration
mean
def.volume
mean
intensity
mean
st.def.volume
BWk rad. 32.4 205.4 0.8 0.004 15.2
temp. 32.8 204.8 0.8 0.004 15.1
diff. -1.2 0.3 2.0 2.8 0.6
BWh rad. 20.7 618.2 2.0 0.008 15.7
temp. 20.9 621.3 2.0 0.007 15.5
diff. -1.1 -0.5 0.8 0.6 0.9
BSk rad. 59.6 59.3 1.8 0.011 6.9
temp. 57.3 63.9 1.9 0.012 7.5
diff. 3.8 -7.7 -9.7 -2.8 -8.6
BSh rad. 53.5 63.0 3.6 0.021 7.1
temp. 50.7 67.6 4.5 0.023 7.7
diff. 5.0 -7.3 -26.4 -10.6 -9.8
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C Climate C
C.1 Reference evapotranspiration ET0
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Relative frequency of C sub climates in highest 1% differences. In the upper graph radiation-based
ET0 is higher than temperature-based ET0, in the lower graph temperature-based ET0 is higher.
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C.2 Actual evapotranspiration ETA
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Differences in ETA between radiation-based and temperature-based method for climate C.
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C.2 Actual evapotranspiration ETA
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C.3 Hydrological drought characteristics
C.3 Hydrological drought characteristics
Drought characteristics per sub climate within major climate C, and difference relative to radiation-
based method in percentage
nr.of
droughts
mean
duration
mean
def.volume
mean
intensity
mean
st.def.volume
Cfa rad. 70.9 48.6 8.0 0.048 4.5
temp. 68.0 51.9 9.3 0.056 4.9
diff. 4.2 -6.9 -17.3 -15.7 -8.2
Cfb rad. 58.9 60.1 7.6 0.042 6.2
temp. 57.8 63.5 10.4 0.057 4.9
diff. 1.9 -5.8 -36.5 -35.2 -6.6
Cfc rad. 68.0 55.0 10.2 0.062 5.8
temp. 79.6 46.2 9.6 0.065 4.3
diff. -17.1 16.0 6.0 -4.9 25.6
Csa rad. 57.2 60.0 6.2 0.032 6.5
temp. 43.0 84.2 10.1 0.047 10.0
diff. 24.8 -40.4 -62.3 -45.4 -54.5
Csb rad. 58.9 57.8 9.4 0.048 6.4
temp. 59.6 64.0 9.9 0.054 6.6
diff. -1.3 -10.6 -5.4 -10.5 -2.9
Csc rad. 57.8 59.3 6.4 0.026 6.9
temp. 73.4 51.4 3.8 0.023 5.3
diff. -26.9 13.3 40.8 13.9 22.6
Cwa rad. 59.0 59.3 11.0 0.052 6.5
temp. 54.0 64.4 14.2 0.064 6.5
diff. 8.4 -8.5 -28.6 -23.3 -1.1
Cwb rad. 70.3 47.7 5.6 0.046 3.9
temp. 66.3 55.0 8.9 0.061 5.2
diff. 5.6 -15.2 -57.8 -33.3 -31.1
Cwc rad. 60.3 56.6 4.4 0.030 5.6
temp. 54.2 64.8 7.1 0.039 7.6
diff. 10.1 -14.6 -61.1 -27.6 -35.5
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D Climate D
D.1 Reference evapotranspiration ET0
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Relative frequency of D sub climates in highest 1% differences. In the upper graph radiation-based
ET0 is higher than temperature-based ET0, in the lower graph temperature-based ET0 is higher.
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D.2 Actual evapotranspiration ETA
D.2 Actual evapotranspiration ETA
(ETArad − ETAtemp)(mm/month)
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D.2 Actual evapotranspiration ETA
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D.3 Hydrological drought characteristics
D.3 Hydrological drought characteristics
Drought characteristics per sub climate within major climate D, and difference relative to radiation-
based method in percentage
nr.of
droughts
mean
duration
mean
def.volume
mean
intensity
mean
st.def.volume
Dfa rad. 65.9 51.7 2.3 0.017 5.6
temp. 64.9 51.9 2.5 0.017 5.7
diff. 1.5 -0.5 -11.5 -5.3 -2.2
Dfb rad. 60.5 55.4 4.2 0.029 5.3
temp. 55.5 62.9 6.2 0.039 6.4
diff. 8.3 -13.5 -47.2 -34.5 -20.0
Dfc rad. 51.2 68.3 4.7 0.030 7.2
temp. 44.8 78.0 6.8 0.040 8.7
diff. 12.4 -14.1 -46.5 -34.0 -20.7
Dfd rad. 54.5 60.9 1.3 0.011 6.3
temp. 38.0 106.0 3.8 0.015 13.7
diff. 30.3 -74.1 -188.0 -42.6 -117.2
Dsa rad. 56.5 60.1 3.0 0.020 6.1
temp. 43.4 83.5 5.7 0.027 10.4
diff. 23.1 -39.0 -90.0 -39.0 -70.0
Dsb rad. 48.8 68.8 5.0 0.027 7.8
temp. 42.6 76.1 7.5 0.040 9.1
diff. 12.7 -10.6 -50.2 -51.0 -16.2
Dsc rad. 55.5 62.7 2.2 0.013 7.0
temp. 36.7 97.7 4.9 0.020 12.6
diff. 33.8 -55.7 -123.0 -53.4 -78.7
Dsd1
Dwa rad. 74.6 43.6 2.5 0.018 3.5
temp. 69.7 49.1 3.8 0.024 4.3
diff. 6.5 -12.6 -56.1 -27.6 -24.9
Dwb rad. 65.6 52.4 2.7 0.017 4.9
temp. 51.8 66.4 4.6 0.026 6.4
diff. 21.0 -26.7 -71.4 -49.7 -31.1
Dwc rad. 61.9 55.2 2.4 0.016 5.2
temp. 52.0 66.1 4.0 0.024 6.5
diff. 16.1 -19.8 -65.8 -50.1 -26.0
Dwd rad. 58.5 56.8 1.3 0.010 5.4
temp. 30.8 111.6 4.2 0.022 12.6
diff. 47.4 -96.3 -225.4 -122.5 -133.8
1This climate does not exist within the WFD
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E.1 Reference evapotranspiration ET0
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ET0 is higher than temperature-based ET0, in the lower graph temperature-based ET0 is higher.
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E.3 Hydrological drought characteristics
Drought characteristics per sub climate within major climate E, and difference relative to radiation-
based method in percentage
nr.of
droughts
mean
duration
mean
def.volume
mean
intensity
mean
st.def.volume
EF rad. 4.7 1990.9 0.4 0.001 19.5
temp. 3.6 1865.1 1.2 0.001 32.3
diff. 23.9 6.3 -228.3 -138.6 -66.1
ET rad. 33.9 112.7 5.4 0.024 14.6
temp. 30.5 136.1 8.2 0.034 18.1
diff. 10.3 -20.8 -51.1 -39.4 -24.3
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F.1 Evapotranspiration ET
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The average duration of a drought event versus the number of droughts per cell per major climate.
Note the differences in X and Y-axis.
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F.2 Hydrological drought characteristics
Differences in drought characteristics between two different forcing sets (local and WFD). The differ-
ence is given in percentage and defined relative to the WFD numbers. Adapted from Van Huijgevoort
et al. (2011)
Catchment Model Dataset Number of
droughts
Duration
of drought
Deficit
drought
Narsjø HBV-WUR Local 128.0 25.8 5.3
(Norway) HBV-WUR WFD 128.0 23.8 5.5
Difference 0 -8.6 3.3
HBV-NVE Local 221.0 13.4 3.2
HBV-NVE WFD 157.0 19.7 3.8
Difference -40.8 31.7 16.9
Upper-Metuje HBV-WUR Local 69.0 21.2 1.2
(Czech Republic) HBV-WUR WFD 82.0 18.0 0.9
Difference 15.9 -17.7 -34.5
BILAN Local 46.0 32.3 3.0
BILAN WFD 48.0 31.5 2.9
Difference 4.2 -2.5 -0.7
Upper-Sa´zava HBV-WUR Local 124.0 21.6 1.2
(Czech Republic) HBV-WUR WFD 111.0 25.1 1.8
Difference -11.7 14.1 35.3
BILAN Local 67.0 42.5 3.4
BILAN WFD 66.0 44.7 3.4
Difference -1.5 4.9 -2.1
Nedozˇery HBV-WUR Local 103.0 19.2 1.8
(Slovakia) HBV-WUR WFD 102.0 18.4 1.4
Difference -1.0 -4.0 -27.3
BILAN Local 39.0 37.2 3.0
BILAN WFD 48.0 30.2 2.5
Difference 18.8 -23.4 -21.2
Platis HBV-TUC Local 69.0 30.4 3.9
(Crete) HBV-TUC WFD 81.0 24.9 2.8
Difference 14.8 -22.1 -37.5
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